Problems of the transport tasks realization in the cities on the light sustainable development

More people in the world live today in cities and metropolises than in the countryside. The cities consume 75 per cent of the world resources and produce most of its waste. They are the major contributors to global warming that threatens human life on earth. In spite of everything, the city is always the place of greatest dynamism and creativity, representing the greatest opportunity for the future generations.

The sustainable development of the cities poses important challenges for the urban territorial policies at their local, subnational, national and regional levels. It requires the convergence in the urban space of the necessity of internalizing the environmental costs (via improvement of the management and governability of the associated systems), assuming and solving social inequities (via improvement of urban habitability and the investement of capitals), and the recognition and approach to economic restrictions related to efficiency (by improving the offer of financing). This work shows logistic support in the minimalize problems of the transport tasks realization in the cities, also European Union policy on the sustainability city mobility.
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